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ABSTRACT
Processing a large number of proposals usually takes a significant proportion of inference time in two-stage object detection methods. Sparse
regions with CNN features (Sparse R-CNN) was proposed using a small number of learnable proposals to replace the proposals derived
from anchors. To decrease the missing rate, Sparse R-CNN uses six iterative detection heads to gradually regress the detection boxes to the
corresponding objects, which hence increases the inference time. To reduce the number of iterative heads, we propose the iterative Hungarian
assigner that encourages Sparse R-CNN to generate multiple proposals for each object at the inference stage. This decreases the missing rate
when the number of iterative heads is small. As a result, Sparse R-CNN using the proposed assigner needs fewer iterative heads but gives
higher detection accuracy. Also, we observe that the multi-layer outputs of the feature pyramid network contribute little to Sparse R-CNN
and propose using a single-layer output neck to replace it. The single-layer output neck further improves the inference speed of Sparse R-CNN
without the cost of detection accuracy. Experimental results show that the proposed iterative Hungarian assigner together with the single-
layer output neck improves Sparse R-CNN by 2.5 AP50 on the Microsoft common objects in context (MS-COCO) dataset and improves Sparse
R-CNN by 3.0 AP50 on the PASCAL visual object classes (VOC) dataset while decreasing 30% floating point operations (FLOPs).

© 2023 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0146453

I. INTRODUCTION

Object detection based on deep neural networks has been
drawing much research attention in recent years.1,2 The infer-
ence speed of the detection methods plays a critical role in many
applications. Object detection methods can be classified into single-
stage methods3–11 and two-stage methods.12–19 Single-stage meth-
ods directly produce detection boxes by classifying and regressing
anchors that are manually set at each pixel on the feature map.
Different from single-stage methods, two-stage methods produce
detection boxes by classifying and regressing proposals. Specifi-
cally, two-stage methods have an additional region proposal network
(RPN) and use it to classify the anchors into foreground anchors
and background anchors, and only the foreground anchors as pro-
posals are retained and fed into the detection network, as shown in
Fig. 1. The proposals generated by RPN are derived from anchors
and hence are written as “anchor-derived proposals” by us. Although

the number of proposals is much smaller than the anchors, process-
ing them in the detection network still takes a significant proportion
of inference time, even though the detection heads are relatively
lightweight compared with the backbone and neck.

To reduce invalid and duplicate proposals while keeping valid
proposals, sparse regions with CNN features17 (Sparse R-CNN)
replaced the anchor-derived proposals with the learnable propos-
als and successfully reduced the number of proposals to 300. The
learnable proposals are embedded as parameters in the networks
and can be trained, so when proposals are fewer, they are easier to
be regressed than non-learnable anchor-derived proposals. Never-
theless, the learnable proposals are too sparse to overlap with all
objects, and the non-overlap objects will be ignored in the train-
ing under the prevalent max intersection over union (Max-IoU)
assigner. Thus, Sparse R-CNN applied the Hungarian assigner pro-
posed in detection Transformer20 (DETR) to assign each object with
a single proposal. Also, six iterative detection heads are applied to
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FIG. 1. The pipeline of two-stage methods. The backbone extracts feature maps from images and feeds them in the neck network. Then, the neck network outputs feature
maps on multiple scales and sets anchors on them. RPN classifies and regresses the anchors to produce proposals, and they are fed into detection heads to generate the
detection boxes.

ensure the single proposal gradually regresses to the object. Iterative
detection heads were proposed in Cascade R-CNN15 (mentioned as
the detection stage) in which the current detection head is fed in the
boxes predicted by the former detection head, except that the first
detection head is fed in proposals.

Although the iterative detection head guarantees the detection
accuracy of object detection models, it increases the computation
of processing proposals in detection heads by N iter times where
N iter denotes the number of iterative heads for each proposal. Exist-
ing detection head networks typically require three iterative heads
to finely localize objects for anchor-derived proposals, but Sparse
R-CNN using learnable proposals requires six iterative heads due to
fewer proposals.

To decrease the number of iterative heads when using learnable
proposals, we proposed the iterative Hungarian assigner (IHA) that
assigns multiple positive proposals (exclusive for different objects)
instead of one single proposal to each object during the training
process. IHA encourages the trained backbone to generate multi-
ple proposals for each object at the inference stage, and one of them
is easier to be regressed than the proposal generated without IHA.
Therefore, fewer iterative heads are needed and N iter can be reduced
to 3 or 4.

Since the learnable proposal is capable of learning, modules
that make up for shortcomings of the anchor-derived proposal may
be ineffective for the learnable proposal. Specifically, the anchor-
derived proposals yielded from anchors that have fixed sizes, and
so cannot be regressed to a size very different from them, e.g., a
proposal with the size of [32, 32] is challenging to be regressed
to [128, 128] to detect the target with a similar size. For detecting
objects of various sizes, the feature pyramid network (FPN) scales
feature maps to different sizes and outputs them to region of inter-
est (RoI) heads at multi-layers. Thus, the targets on feature maps
are together scaled, and anchor-derived proposals with limited sizes
can be easily regressed to one of the scaled targets. However, the
sizes of learnable proposals are gradually adjusted through the train-
ing and, thus, are diverse, covering most anchor-derived proposals.
As a result, learnable proposals are more easily to be regressed to
targets than the anchor-derived proposals on a single-scale feature

map. Observing that multi-layer outputs of the FPN21 contribute
little to the structure employing the learnable proposals, we pro-
pose using a single-layer output neck (SLON). SLON gives the same
detection accuracy while eliminating the computation brought by
the multi-layer outputs.

In conclusion, we propose speeding up Sparse R-CNN by sim-
plifying redundant structures, including the iterative detection heads
and FPN, without damaging the detection performance of it.

The main contribution of this paper is summarized as follows:

(1) Sparse R-CNN finely regresses the single proposal by itera-
tive heads. To speed the inference, we reduce the number of
iterative heads and propose the iterative Hungarian assigner
(IHA) that assigns multiple positive proposals instead of one
single proposal to each object. At the inference stage, one
of the produced multiple proposals may have a compara-
ble regression accuracy to the finely regressed proposal by
Sparse R-CNN, and hence, the detection performance does
not deteriorate.

(2) The size of the learnable proposals on a single-scale feature
map can cover most anchor-derived proposals on multi-scale
feature maps. Observing this, we propose using a single-layer
output neck (SLON) in replacement of FPN to speed the
inference without the cost of the detection performance.

(3) Various experiments on the Microsoft common objects in
context (MS-COCO) dataset22 and PASCAL visual object
classes (VOC) dataset23 show that the proposed IHA and
SLON together reduce the computation of Sparse R-CNN,
decreasing the floating point operations (FLOPs) by about
30% while slightly improving the detection accuracy.

II. RELATED WORKS
Object detection methods based on deep neural networks can

be classified into two categories: single-stage methods and two-stage
methods. Both categories of methods have been deeply researched
and achieved very intriguing detection results. This paper aims at
speeding up Sparse R-CNN, one of the two-stage detection methods,
and we will give an overview of them in this section. The speeding
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strategies for the two-stage methods will also be reviewed and
discussed.

In the literature, many two-stage detection methods or struc-
tures have been proposed, including the selective search,24 R-CNN,25

Fast R-CNN,12 Faster R-CNN,14 FPN,21 Mask R-CNN,16 Cascade
R-CNN,15 Sparse R-CNN,17 non max suppression26 (NMS), and
Soft NMS.27 Their structures generally comprise two stages, the
proposal–generation stage and the detection stage. Among the two-
stage methods is R-CNN25 that normally used the selective search24

on the central processing unit (CPU) to produce 2000 proposals.
To accelerate R-CNN, Girshick12 proposed Fast R-CNN employing
the RoI pooling to resize the proposals to the same size for batch
processing them on the CPU. In order to reduce the computation
on CPU, Ren proposed Faster R-CNN14 that replaced the selective
search with the region proposal network (RPN) to generate 1000
proposals from anchors. Since RPN is a lightweight module and can
be computed together with other network structures on GPU, Faster
R-CNN greatly reduced the inference time.

Sparse R-CNN17 replaced the anchor-derived proposals with
the learnable proposals and successfully reduced the number of pro-
posals to 300. The learnable proposals are embedded as parameters
in the networks and can be trained, so when proposals are fewer,
they are easier to be regressed than non-learnable anchor-derived
proposals. Nevertheless, the learnable proposals are too sparse to
overlap with all objects and the non-overlap objects will be ignored
in the training under the prevalent Max-IoU assigner. Thus, Sparse
R-CNN applied the Hungarian assigner proposed in DETR20 to
assign each object with a single proposal. For well regressing the sin-
gle proposal to the object, a finer regression structure of six heads
is required. The speed of Sparse R-CNN was slowed by six iterative
heads for each learnable proposal.

Since ResNet,28 many heavy-weight models were proposed in
order to extract more abstract image features as backbones and
hence enhance the detection performance. The heavy-weight back-
bone structures include Hourglass,29 ResNext,30 CspNet,31 and Swin
Transformer.32 To effectively fuse multi-scale feature maps, a fea-
ture pyramid network (FPN)21 was proposed and fed in the output
feature maps of multiple scales from the backbone. FPN fuses them
and outputs the feature maps of multiple scales for detecting objects
of different sizes, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a). FPN can be formulated
as

Outi = Conv(Fi) = Conv(Conv(Ini) + Fi+1 ↑), (1)

where Ini, Fi, and Outi denote the input, the indeed feature maps,
and the output of the ith layer of FPN, respectively, Conv denotes the
convolution function, and ↑ denotes upsampling by a factor 2. FPN
defined the backbone-neck-head structure for the two-stage meth-
ods, and a number of variants have been put forward to improve
FPN, such as deep feature pyramid reconfiguration (DFPR),33 path
aggregation network34 (PANet), neural architecture search FPN35

(NAS-FPN), and EfficientDet.10 However, FPN and its variants
increased the output stages (4–5) of the neck, and thus increased
the corresponding computation. Also, the FPN employed by Sparse
R-CNN was observed to be less effective for learnable proposals
than for anchor-derived proposals. Seeing this, our paper consid-
ered speeding up Sparse R-CNN by simplifying the iterative heads
and FPN.

III. METHODS
This section discusses speeding up Sparse R-CNN by simpli-

fying the redundant structures of it. We first designed the iterative
Hungarian assigner to reduce the number of iterative heads when
using learnable proposals and then proposed a single-layer output
neck to replace the multi-layer outputs in FPN. Finally, we discussed
how the proposed methods speed up Sparse R-CNN.

A. Iterative Hungarian assigner
Learnable proposals proposed and used in Sparse R-CNN are

sparsely distributed, and the number of them is small compared
with the normal proposals. The sparse distribution and the small
number of proposals will bring a challenge for existing assign-
ers, forcing Sparse R-CNN to apply more iterative detection heads
to better regress the proposals. The Max-IoU assigner shown in
Fig. 2(a) assigns each object with the most overlapped proposal but
small objects may be assigned with no or few overlapped propos-
als, which causes the missing and/or localization inaccuracy of the
small objects. The Hungarian assigner shown in Fig. 2(b) assigns
each object with an exclusive proposal and, thus, reduces the total
number of positive proposals. As a result, the possibility of each
proposal being positive decreases at the inference stage, increasing
the missing rate. The uniform assigner shown in Fig. 2(c) assigns
one proposal to multiple objects, causing coverage confusion of the
proposals.

Building a specialized assigner for Sparse R-CNN can address
the challenge and contribute to regressing learnable proposals
with fewer iterative detection heads. This work proposes the iter-
ative Hungarian assigner (IHA) that assigns each object with an
equal number of non-repetitive proposals, as shown in Fig. 2(d).
IHA includes K iterations. For every iteration, IHA assigns each
object with a proposal that has not been assigned to any objects
in previous iterations. Specifically, the assignment in each itera-
tion follows the rule of ensuring that the sum of the loss values
between the assigned proposals and objects is minimal and is imple-
mented by the Hungarian algorithm. After the iteration process,
each object will be assigned with K exclusive proposals. Soft-NMS27

is applied in the post-processing to exclude redundant proposals
if multiple proposals locate on the same object at the inference
stage.

Supposing that a single target exists and multiple proposals are
produced. On the condition of applying fewer iterative heads, the
model trained by the Hungarian assigner will only select one pro-
posal to have high confidence. Thus, the target will be missing if the
selected proposal is far from the target since fewer iterative heads
cannot regress such a long distance. However, the model trained by
IHA will select K proposals. One of them is more likely closer to the
target and can be successfully regressed with fewer iterative heads.
IHA enables to effectively reduce the number of iterative heads to 2
even when only a small number of proposals are used. Experimen-
tal results showed that IHA outperformed the Hungarian assigner
when no other data augmentation is applied.

Also, IHA has the advantage of assigning an equal number of
proposals to objects of various sizes, making small objects better
detected than the Max-IoU assigner. Moreover, the assigned propos-
als for each object are exclusive, avoiding disturbing the convergence
of the network.
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FIG. 2. The process of assigning proposals to objects. The green box denotes the smaller object, the blue box denotes the larger object, boxes of other colors denote
proposals, and the arrows denote the assigning processing. (a) The Max-IoU assigner assigns more proposals to large objects and fewer proposals to small objects. (b)
The Hungarian assigner assigns each object with one single proposal, decreasing the number of positive proposals. (c) The uniform assigner may assign one proposal to
multiple objects, especially when a small number of proposals are used, e.g., the orange proposal is assigned to two objects. (d) The iterative Hungarian assigner assigns
multiple exclusive proposals to each object, facilitating the detection of small objects and making the localization more accurate.

B. Single-layer output neck
FPN formulated as Eq. (1) has two functionalities: multi-

scale feature fusion and various-scale detection. Multi-scale feature
fusion is able to encode abundant context information from fea-
ture maps on various scales. Various-scale detection divides feature
maps into multiple scales and conducts the detection on them, which
has the advantage of assigning a proposal of a similar size to the
target.

We investigated the contribution of two functionalities in
Sparse R-CNN and found that keeping only multi-scale feature
fusion negligibly affects the average precision (AP) (39.6 vs 39.7 as
given in Table IV) but keeping only various-scale detection decreases
the AP from 39.6 to 31.7. This says that various-scale detection plays

a much less important role. The reason may be that the size of the
proposals is also learnable in Sparse R-CNN, and the learnable size
can cover most anchor-derived proposals. Typically, anchor-derived
proposals are yielded from the anchors of fixed scales on a single fea-
ture map, and thus, various-scale detection is needed to map feature
maps to various scales so that the proposals can be aligned better
with the objects of different scales. Unlike anchor-derived proposals,
learnable proposals of varying sizes can be aligned with objects on a
single-layer feature map. This motivates us to design the single-layer
output neck (SLON) in Fig. 3(b). Formally,

Fi = Conv(Ini) + Fi+1 ↑, i = m − 1, m − 2,
Out = Conv(Fm−2),

(2)
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FIG. 3. The illustration of different neck structures. (a) FPN
takes multiple feature maps as input and outputs multi-scale
feature maps. (b) The single-layer output neck fuses feature
maps across scales but outputs single-scale feature maps.

where m denotes the top layer of FPN and m − 2 denotes the third
high layer of FPN. SLON only has a single output layer and needs
one RoI head for generating proposals, reducing the computation of
other output layers without decreasing performance.

C. Speeding up Sparse R-CNN
The major factor in speeding up Sparse R-CNN of the proposed

methods is reducing the times of processing learnable proposals.
Since every proposal will be serially processed by all iterative heads
in a single layer, the times can be calculated by

Tp = Nlayer ×Npro ×Niter , (3)

where Tp denotes the total processing times, N layer denotes the num-
ber of layers of the neck network, Npro denotes the number of
learnable proposals produced in each layer, and N iter denotes the
number of iterative heads in each layer. SLON reduces N layer from
4 to 1 and IHA reduces N iter from 6 to 4, decreasing Tp to 1

4 ×
4
6 =

1
6

times. Hence, 5
6 time of running the detection head is saved.

Also, the reduction of both N iter and N layer means that the mem-
ory storing the parameters of the detection heads and FPN will be
accordingly reduced. This can slightly reduce the required memory
for the whole Sparse R-CNN model and hence is the minor factor in
speeding up Sparse R-CNN.

IV. EXPERIMENTS
IHA was employed to reduce the number of iterative heads of

Sparse R-CNN, while SLON was employed to replace FPN in Sparse
R-CNN. We used Compact Sparse R-CNN to denote Sparse R-CNN
equipped with the proposed methods and abbreviated it as CS R-
CNN. We used the challenging MS-COCO benchmark22 and the
commonly used metrics for object detection to evaluate the built
method. Indices including mAP and AP50 show the detection accu-
racy of the model and are the higher, the better; indices including
Parameters, FLOPstotal, and FLOPsdet show the detection speed of
the model and are the lower, the better. All methods were trained

on the COCO train2017 split containing over 118 000 images, eval-
uated on the val2017 split containing 5000 images, and tested on the
test2017 split containing 41 000 images.

The size of input images of CS R-CNN was 1333 × 800. All
models were trained with only common data augmentation like
image resize and flip without special data augmentation like random
crop and mosaic.

For the PASCAL VOC benchmark,23 all methods were trained
on the trainval07+12 split and tested on the test07 split.

A. Comparison with the state-of-the-art
This section first presents the comparison results between CS

R-CNN and the detection methods when employing ResNet-5028 as
the backbone. The CS R-CNN model was trained by following the
36-epoch training way in Sparse R-CNN. K for the IHA was set to 3,
and all inferences were conducted on the NVIDIA 1080Ti graphics
processing units (GPUs).

In Table I, the CS R-CNN using 300 learnable proposals and
four iterative heads achieved 44.7 AP and 64.8 AP50, respectively.
The detection performance was higher than that of Sparse R-CNN
using 300 learnable proposals and six iterative heads, e.g., 0.8 AP and
2.5 AP50 rise. Also, CS R-CNN had less computation than Sparse
R-CNN. The FLOPs of CS R-CNN was 117G, smaller than that

TABLE I. Detection accuracy, FLOPs, and FPS of different models employing
ResNet-50 as the backbone of the COCO validation dataset. Sparse R-CNN and
CS R-CNN both used 300 learnable proposals.

Method N iter AP AP50 FLOPs FPS

RetinaNet3 1 38.7 58.0 250G 12.0
Faster R-CNN14 1 40.2 61.0 216G 12.8
Cascade R-CNN15 3 44.3 62.2 243G 9.3
Sparse R-CNN17 6 43.9 62.3 172G 11.3
CS R-CNN 4 44.7 64.8 117G 15.6
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of Sparse R-CNN (172G). As a result, the inference speed of CS
R-CNN was significantly higher than Sparse R-CNN (15.6 frames
per second (FPS) vs 11.3 FPS). Compared with Cascade R-CNN,
CS R-CNN provided higher detection accuracy, less than 0.5 times
FLOPs, and about 1.7 times inference speed.

We observed that CS R-CNN improved AP50 more than
AP. The reason may be that the iterative Hungarian assigner
improves the ratio of the predicted boxes having IoU >0.5 over the
total predicted boxes, but the ratio of the predicted boxes having
larger IoU than other IoU thresholds (e.g., 0.8) may not be equally
improved.

Table II shows that CS R-CNN can be used together with
other stronger backbone structures. Fed in the test images of a sin-
gle scale on the COCO test dataset, CS R-CNN using Swin-S32 as
the backbone and four iterative heads gave 50.0 AP and 70.7 AP50,
respectively. CS R-CNN gave detection accuracy slightly inferior
to the state-of-the-art methods, such as EfficientDet10 employing
EfficientNet-D5 and Cascade Mask R-CNN employing Swin-S. In
terms of AP50, CS R-CNN yielded a comparable performance to Cas-
cade Mask R-CNN when both employed Swin-S as the backbone
while running faster.

B. Module analysis
This section investigates the contribution of IHA and SLON

to the built model. All comparing models are trained by following
the 12-epoch training way of MMDetection.36 K for the IHA was
set to 3, and all inferences were conducted on the NVIDIA 1080Ti
GPUs. Also, we continued using 300 learnable proposals and using
the ResNet-50 as the backbone.

To investigate the contribution of IHA, we used FPN as the
neck and replaced the Hungarian assigner with IHA in Sparse
R-CNN. Table III gives the comparison result between the Hungar-
ian assigner and IHA. When N iter = 6, the proposed IHA improved
the detection accuracy from 39.6% AP to 40.9% AP, and from
59.6% AP50 to 60.8% AP50; when N iter = 4, the AP was significantly
improved from 37.4 to 39.9 and the AP50 was improved from 56.8 to
59.3. IHA improved the Hungarian by a larger margin for N iter = 4
than N iter = 6, which indicates that N iter = 4 iterative heads may be
unable to well regress the detection boxes and the proposed IHA can
reduce the missing caused by the imprecise regression. This proves

TABLE II. Comparison of detection accuracy between CS R-CNN using four iterative
heads and the state-of-the-art detection methods on the COCO test-dev dataset. All
models were fed in single-scale images of the same size.

Method Backbone AP AP50 FLOPs

CornerNet4 Hourglass-104 40.6 56.4 1849G
RepPoint6 ResNet-101-DCN 45.0 66.1 210G
FCOS7 ResNet-101-DCN 46.6 65.9 221G
ATSS8 ResNet-101-DCN 46.3 64.7 226G
EfficientDet10 EfficientNet-D5 51.5 70.5 126G
YOLOF11 ResNeXt-101 44.7 64.1 354G
Cascade mask R-CNN Swin-S32 51.8 70.4 356G
Sparse R-CNN17 ResNeXt-101-DCN 48.9 68.3 258G
CS R-CNN Swin-S32 50.0 70.7 212G

TABLE III. The effectiveness of applying IHA to Sparse R-CNN-R50 compared with
Hungarian assigner.

Assigner N iter AP AP50 AP75 FLOPs FPS

Hungarian 6 39.6 59.6 42.0 172G 11.3
IHA 6 40.9 60.8 43.6 172G 11.3
Hungarian 4 37.4 56.8 39.4 164G 13.3
IHA 4 39.9 59.3 42.6 164G 13.3

that the multiple positive proposals assigned by IHA can effectively
reduce the missing rate at the inference stage. It can also be observed
that the increase of N iter had a greater impact on FPS than FLOPs.
Specifically, when N iter increased from 4 to 6, the corresponding
FLOPs only increased from 164G to 172G, less than 5%, but the FPS
decreased from 13.3 to 11.3, more than 15%.

To investigate the contribution of SLON, we used the Hun-
garian assigner and replaced FPN with SLON. Table IV gives the
detection results when FPN or SLON was used. When N iter = 6,
SLON yielded higher detection accuracy than FPN and improved the
inference speed from 11.3 FPS to 13.1 FPS. When N iter = 4, SLON
also yielded higher detection accuracy than FPN and improved the
inference speed from 13.3 FPS to 15.6 FPS. In both cases, SLON
reduced over 40G FLOPs compared with FPN.

An ablation study was conducted on Sparse R-CNN using 300
learnable proposals, four iterative heads, and ResNet-50 as the back-
bone. The result showed that IHA and SLON worked well when they
were employed independently and gave higher detection accuracy
and speed when they were employed together, as shown in Table V.

C. Module settings
This section investigates the influences of parameter settings

on iterative heads, IHA, and SLON. Baseline, training, and testing
settings are the same as in Sec. IV B.

TABLE IV. The effectiveness of applying SLON to Sparse R-CNN-R50 compared with
FPN.

Neck N iter AP AP50 AP75 FLOPs FPS

FPN 6 39.6 59.6 42.0 172G 11.3
SLON 6 39.7 59.8 42.0 125G 13.1
FPN 4 37.4 56.8 39.4 164G 13.3
SLON 4 37.5 57.1 39.4 117G 15.6

TABLE V. The effectiveness of applying both IHA and SLON to Sparse R-CNN with
four iterative heads.

IHA SLON AP AP50 FLOPs FPS

37.4 56.8 164G 13.3
✓ 39.9 59.3 164G 13.3

✓ 37.5 57.1 117G 15.6
✓ ✓ 39.9 59.2 117G 15.6
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The influence of changing the number of iterative heads is first
studied and the result is given in Table VI. The iteration must be
greater than 0 because equaling 1 means that the structure just has
an output structure without any iteration. The result shows that no
iteration led to the terrible performance of 7.2 AP and 15.8 AP50,
which was just a rough guess of the object location. However, only
adding one iteration greatly increased AP to 30.4 and AP50 to 50.3.
The trend of significant growth continued until iteration increased
to 4 as shown in Fig. 4. The increase in the iteration no undoubtedly
decreased the FPS. Thus, employing four iterations is a reasonable
choice.

The influence of changing the K in the iterative Hungarian
assigner is second studied. Likely, K = 1 means that the iterative
Hungarian assigner degrades to the vanilla Hungarian assigner. The
result is given in Table VII. The result shows that the detection per-
formance increases when K increased from 1 to 4, and the increase
of K reduced FPS too small to be observed. When K > 4, proposals
that have large losses with the object will be taken into consideration,
hindering the convergence, as shown in Fig. 5.

The influence of changing the depth of SLON, m − α, is third
studied. The result in Table VIII shows that the speed monotonically
decreased from 17.0 FPS to 13.2 FPS when α increased from 0 to 3.
This was not only caused by the increase in convolutional layers but
also caused by the increase in the feature map size. The proposal that

TABLE VI. Effect of the number of iterative heads on the COCO validation dataset.
Niter = 4 is a good trade-off between accuracy and running speed.

N iter AP AP50 AP75 FLOPs FPS

1 7.2 15.8 5.7 106G 20.1
2 30.4 50.3 31.3 110G 18.3
3 37.4 57.1 39.4 113G 16.8
4 39.7 59.3 41.9 117G 15.6
5 40.6 60.7 43.3 121G 14.4
6 41.0 61.1 43.5 125G 13.1

FIG. 4. The relationship between the inference speed (FPS) and the average pre-
cision (AP) for different Niter . AP increases with Niter while FPS decreases with
Niter.

TABLE VII. Effect of the K in the iterative Hungarian assigner on the COCO validation
dataset.

K AP AP50 AP75 FLOPs FPS

1 37.3 57.0 59.0 117G 15.6
2 39.2 59.0 41.6 117G 15.6
3 39.7 59.3 41.9 117G 15.6
4 39.9 59.9 42.4 117G 15.6
5 39.5 59.2 42.1 117G 15.6

FIG. 5. The detection performance increases when K increases from 1 to 4 but
decreases when K > 4. A too large K may generate hard proposals for training as
positive samples, hindering the convergence of the network.

mapped the same region in the original image became larger with
the increase of the feature map size, and thus, the RoI head needed
to process the larger proposal and consumed more time. α = 2 gave
high detection accuracy with considerable speed.

D. Results on PASCAL VOC 2007
To examine the effectiveness of CS R-CNN on different

datasets, we trained and tested it on the PASCAL VOC 2007
dataset.23 All models were trained four epochs on the trainval07+12
split where all images were used for training three times in a single
epoch. As shown in Table IX, CS R-CNN brought a 3.0 improve-
ment in AP50 over Sparse R-CNN with six iterative heads and a
4.3 improvement in AP50 with four iterative heads, showing that CS
R-CNN gave better results with a simpler structure.

TABLE VIII. Effect of the depth of SLON on the COCO validation dataset.

α AP AP50 AP75 FLOPs FPS

0 36.7 57.5 38.1 105G 17.0
1 38.6 58.7 40.7 108G 16.4
2 39.9 59.9 42.4 117G 15.6
3 40.0 59.9 42.3 151G 13.2
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TABLE IX. Results on the test split of the PASCAL VOC 2007 dataset.

Method Assigner Neck N iter AP50 FLOPs

Sparse R-CNN Hungarian FPN 6 78.9 172G
Sparse R-CNN Hungarian FPN 4 77.6 164G
Sparse R-CNN Hungarian DE11,18 6 77.3 114G
CS R-CNN Hungarian SLON 6 79.6 125G
CS R-CNN Hungarian SLON 4 78.5 117G
CS R-CNN IHA FPN 4 81.7 164G
CS R-CNN IHA SLON 4 81.9 117G

The dilated encoder11,18 was applied to Sparse R-CNN with six
iterative heads, and it reduces the FLOPs as well by only using Fm
in Eq. (2) as the output layer. The reduction of FLOPs by the pro-
posed SLON with four iterative heads (55G) is comparable to that by
the dilated encoder (58G), but the SLON yielded a better detection
performance (78.5) than the dilated encoder (77.3).

V. CONCLUSION
This work reduced the number of iterative detection heads

and designed the iterative Hungarian assigner (IHA) that gener-
ated multiple proposals for each object. One or more of the multiple
proposals generated by fewer detection heads may have a compara-
ble regression accuracy to the single proposal generated by multiple
detection heads. Also, this work designed the single-layer output
neck (SLON) in replacement of FPN. The learnable proposals in
a single layer cover a sufficiently large size variation and hence
SLON retains a comparable detection accuracy to FPN. IHA com-
bined with SLON significantly reduced the FLOPs and increased the
inference speed, while slightly improving the detection accuracy.

Nevertheless, Sparse R-CNN embedded with the iterative Hun-
garian assigner still needed four iterative detection heads to give
similar results. The inference speed can be further increased from
15.6 FPS to 20.1 FPS if only a single detection head is needed. In
the future, we will explore why multiple iterative detection heads are
needed for the learnable proposals and try to design the structures,
giving similar results for the learnable proposals when fewer iterative
detection heads are employed.
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